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Abstract
This paper proposes an efficient hardware/software system that sig-
nificantly enhances software security through diversified replica-
tion on multi-cores. Recent studies show that a large class of soft-
ware attacks can be detected by running multiple versions of a
program simultaneously and checking the consistency of their be-
haviors. However, execution of multiple replicas incurs significant
overheads on today’s computing platforms, especially with fine-
grained comparisons necessary for high security. Orthrus exploits
similarities in automatically generated replicas to enable simultane-
ous execution of those replicas with minimal overheads; the archi-
tecture reduces memory and bandwidth overheads by compressing
multiple memory spaces together, and additional power consump-
tion and silicon area by eliminating redundant computations. Uti-
lizing the hardware architecture, Orthrus implements a fine-grained
memory layout diversification with the LLVM compiler and can de-
tect corruptions in both pointers and critical data. Experiments in-
dicate that the Orthrus architecture incurs minimal overheads and
provides a protection against a broad range of attacks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.0 [GENERAL]: Hard-
ware/software interfaces; D.4 [OPERATING SYSTEMS]: Security
and Protection

General Terms Design, Performance, Security

Keywords Memory protection, Multi-core architecture, Software
diversity and redundancy, Replication-aware architecture, Software
security

1. Introduction
As we place more responsibilities into computing devices, the
secure operation of computers is becoming critical. Yet, today’s
software programs are far from perfect, often containing various
types of vulnerabilities that may be exploited to maliciously alter
the program behavior. Moreover, programs are likely to have more
types of vulnerabilities that are unknown today. As an example,
the format string exploit was first reported in 1999 even though the
vulnerability existed for years. The Orthrus system aims to enhance
the security of future computing systems by enabling efficient and
fine-grained software diversity and redundancy on multi-cores.

In recent years, researchers have shown that the security of a
system can be greatly enhanced by introducing automatically gen-
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erated diversity and redundancy to the system even when the sys-
tem contains various types of exploitable vulnerabilities. In this ap-
proach, a program is automatically transformed into multiple ver-
sions with the identical functionality (”in-specification” behavior)
but diverse implementation details (”out-of-specification” behav-
ior). At run-time, multiple replicas execute together with the same
input and their behaviors are checked to be consistent. An adver-
sary needs to compromise all replicas without causing detectable
divergence in order to compromise the system. This approach is
particularly attractive because it provides general protection against
a large class of known or even unknown attacks while being appli-
cable to legacy code. The recent trend towards large-scale multi-
core systems also provides an opportunity to deploy the replication
techniques.

However, there exists one major obstacle for the replication
techniques to be widely deployed in real-world systems. Today, ex-
ecuting N diverse replicas incurs N times overheads in all resources
including memory space, on-chip area, power consumption, and
bandwidth consumption. In fact, the overheads are far greater if
the replicas are compared at a fine granularity for high security.
While the exponential growth in the number of transistors with ad-
vances in fabrication technologies may alleviate the overheads in
on-chip area and main memory space, power consumption and off-
chip bandwidth cannot scale with the number of transistors and will
continue to be major bottlenecks in modern and future computing
systems. As a result, applying a technique with two replicas to a
system can reduce the system throughput by half or more, which is
often too high a price to pay for systems in the field.

This paper proposes a multi-core extension named Orthrus that
supports efficient execution of diversified replicas exploiting the
close relationship between replicas. Replicas often share many
identical properties such as a control flow and most data because
they are automatically generated from one program. As a result,
most memory operations and computations of one replica can be
quite accurately obtained from those of another replica. In this pa-
per, we introduce a replication-aware memory system that elimi-
nates unnecessary bandwidth overheads by efficiently compressing
multiple replicas’ memory spaces, and a tightly-coupled core archi-
tecture that removes redundant computations along with their en-
ergy and on-chip area overheads. In addition to lowering the over-
heads, the proposed architecture also enables fine-grained compar-
isons between replicas to enhance security.

To utilize the Orthrus architecture, this paper proposes and stud-
ies a memory layout diversification scheme. With the fine-grained
checks that are enabled by the architecture, the layout diversifica-
tion can provide a comprehensive detection for spatial memory er-
rors and can also detect some temporal errors. Experiments with
real-world vulnerabilities and test programs demonstrate that the
layout diversification on Orthrus can detect a broad range of attacks
exploiting vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows, format string
bugs, and dangling pointers. The layout diversification with repli-
cation can detect attacks that overwrite memory no matter which
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vulnerability allows the overwrite as long as they incur discrepan-
cies between two replicas.

The experimental results also demonstrate that the proposed ar-
chitecture features are quite effective in reducing the replication
overheads. The replication-aware memory system reduces the sec-
ond replica’s off-chip bandwidth usage by over 77% on average,
and the selective instruction processing eliminates 70% of instruc-
tions on average. In fact, with the reduced overheads, the experi-
ments show that an asymmetric core configuration with a wide (4-
issue) superscalar core and a single-issue in-order core can execute
two replicas with different memory layouts with a 2.7% slowdown
on average while maintaining the same protection as the traditional
dual-core configuration with two large cores.

The following summarizes the main contributions of this paper:

• Replication-aware memory system (Section 3.3): The mem-
ory architecture reduces bandwidth overheads by compressing
multiple replicas’ memory spaces while enabling fine-grained
checks.

• Selective instruction processing (Section 3.4): Orthrus removes
redundant computations between replicas. Experiments show
that even a simple single-issue in-order core can match the
throughput of a wide (4-issue) superscalar processor, saving
energy and on-chip area.

• Fine-grained memory layout diversity (Section 4): The paper
introduces a diversity technique that can detect both temporal
and spatial memory errors while applicable to legacy code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the diversified replication in general, and Section 3 presents our ar-
chitecture design to enable efficient replication. Section 4 explains
how a fine-grained memory layout diversification scheme can run
on our architecture. Section 5 evaluates the proposed architecture,
and Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2. Software Security Through Diversity and
Redundancy

2.1 Security Attack Scope
The main focus of this paper is to detect software attacks that tam-
per with the program integrity by overwriting program state. More
specifically, attacks may tamper with data pointers either by di-
rectly injecting a pointer or exploiting bugs in the pointer manipu-
lation such as buffer overflows, overwrite code pointers to change
the control flow, or overwrite critical non-control data. While we do
believe that the diversity and redundancy can also enhance other as-
pects of security such as confidentiality and availability, this paper
focuses on the integrity of an individual program execution.

We note that the attacks on data pointers, code pointers, and
data values can be largely independent even though many known
attacks use errors in a data pointer such as a buffer overflow in
order to tamper with code pointers or data values. As an example,
a format string attack may overwrite a pointer or a data value using
an existing data pointer in the stack. Therefore, only protecting data
pointers is not sufficient in general.

This paper mainly studies programs written in C or C++ where
low-level vulnerabilities are most common. Currently, our system
has not been tested with self-modifying code. While we believe
that the general technique can be applied to self-modifying code,
this paper does not discuss issues related to self-modifying code.

2.2 Diversification for Software Security
Traditionally, most computer systems share identical executable
binaries and configurations, which allows one software exploit to

work for all instances of a vulnerable program. Software diversity
addresses this weakness by randomizing implementation details on
each system. Because a successful exploit needs to match the im-
plementation details, this randomization prevents a single exploit
to be applied to many systems (see Figure 1(a)). For example, in
the stack smashing attack, if each program instance has a different
stack layout, an adversary needs to customize an attack in order
to successfully overwrite a return address. Many approaches have
been proposed in this direction, including randomizing the memory
layout [3, 4, 16, 34, 44], relocating code [16], randomizing instruc-
tion opcode [2, 23], and changing the name of system calls [8].

However, diversification alone is often not enough to stop a de-
termined attacker from compromising a system. Even when imple-
mentation details are obfuscated and initially kept secret, studies
show that an adversary, especially for 32-bit machines, can circum-
vent the randomization through trial and error; the address space
randomization can be broken in hundreds of seconds [36] and the
instruction set randomization can be compromised in several min-
utes [39]. The main benefit of the diversification is a slowdown of
attacks, but not prevention of attacks.

2.3 Diversified Replication
The security of a computer system can be greatly enhanced by
introducing redundancy (replication) within a system in addition to
diversity. In this approach, one system executes multiple diversified
versions of a program simultaneously as shown in Figure 1(b).
Externally, the replicas appear as one program instance; an input to
the program is duplicated and fed to all instances, and outputs from
multiple replicas are combined into one. During the execution, a
system compares the behaviors of replicas such as system calls,
memory accesses, and control flows to be consistent; divergence
beyond the built-in diversity indicates an error or an attack.

To circumvent this protection method, an attacker must compro-
mise all replicas without incurring detectable divergence in their
behaviors. This proposition can be made infeasible for a class of
attacks given that all replicas operate on the same input. As an ex-
ample, consider an attack to overwrite a function pointer exploiting
a format string vulnerability on the two replicas in Figure 1(c). To
compromise Replica 1, an attack can overwrite a pointer at Ad-
dress 0x200. However, this malicious input also causes Replica 2
to overwrite a different object at Address 0x200. An attack cannot
overwrite the pointer in both replicas at the same time. Therefore,
this attack can be detected if the discrepancy in memory writes can
be checked. Note that fine-grained checks at each memory access
are critical to ensure the security. Otherwise, an attacker can com-
promise both replicas in sequence.

The diversified replication can be applied to many program
characteristics and provide protection from a broad range of soft-
ware attacks. The following examples show how different program
components can be protected.

• Data Pointers: As shown in the above example, the data layout
diversity can detect injected pointers or out-of-bound pointers.
DieHard [3] and the N-variant system [10] show examples of
such layout diversification. A previous study shows that the
layout diversity provides protection comparable to that of a type
system with bound checks [32].

• Code Pointers: Program pointers can be protected by diversi-
fying the code layout. Overwriting a program pointer results in
discrepancy in a control flow given that an attack injects the
same pointer to all replicas.

• Critical Data: Diversification of data can detect attacks that
overwrite critical data values. For example, the N-variant sys-
tem [31] protects user IDs from data corruption attacks by hav-
ing replicas with different UID representations. Similarly, di-
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Figure 1. Diversity and redundancy techniques to enhance software security.

versifying system call names prevents attacks that corrupt sys-
tem calls [8].

2.4 Strengths and Limitations
The diversified replication provides a promising way to protect the
integrity of computing systems thanks to its broad attack coverage
and applicability to legacy code. The approach checks discrepan-
cies in pointers or data values instead of preventing particular types
of vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows or format string errors.
This property is particularly attractive because it implies that the
diversified replication can detect attacks even if they exploit new
types of vulnerabilities that are unknown today as long as the at-
tacks overwrite pointers or data.

In fact, the studies in this paper show that the layout diversifica-
tion can detect both spatial errors such as buffer overflows and for-
mat string vulnerabilities and temporal errors such as certain dan-
gling pointers. Unlike most memory protection schemes such as
array bound checks, the diversified replication can even potentially
detect memory overwrites by malicious code. For example, a third
party library may contain an intentional backdoor that allows an at-
tacker to overwrite a specified address with a specified value. Tradi-
tional bound checks cannot prevent such attacks because malicious
code can arbitrarily set the bound information and may not even
use an array pointer. In the diversified replication, however, the ma-
licious code still cannot compromise multiple replicas at the same
time unless the malicious code in each replica can be customized
to overwrite a different memory location. Because an attacker can
only provide one copy of malicious code, such customization for
each replica cannot be done. Effectively, the diversified replication
provides fine-grained memory protection in this scenario.

At the same time, the diversification can often be carried out au-
tomatically without human intervention or sometimes even without
source code. Code and heap layouts can be changed by the linker
[10] or the malloc() function [3]. Stack layouts or system call
names can be changed by a simple re-compilation. Therefore, the
diversification approach can often be applied to legacy code or li-
braries without significant human efforts. Finally, while this paper
focuses on detection of attacks, we also note that the replication can
potentially enable recovery from attacks because multiple replicas
are unlikely to be corrupted in the same way [3].

The main limitation of today’s diversified replication approach
lies in its overheads. Because each instance of the program essen-
tially acts as if it is a stand-alone process, each replica occupies
its own memory space and requires its own processing core unless
replicas run in sequence with a two times slowdown. Therefore,
the replication scheme with N copies incurs N times overheads
in all resources including memory, bandwidth, caches, processing
cores, and power consumption. While advances in fabrication tech-

nologies will help, the overheads in off-chip bandwidth and power
consumption significantly hinder wide deployment of these repli-
cation schemes. Moreover, fine-grained comparisons in software
often result in prohibitive overheads. As a result, today’s replica-
tion techniques often rely on checks at system calls, which limits
their security - an attacker may be able to compromise one replica
at a time with multiple attacks.

3. Orthrus Replication-Aware Architecture
This section describes our multi-core architecture that enables ef-
ficient execution of diversified replicas with fine-grained monitor-
ing. The architecture is designed to run two replicas while the same
approach may be extended to more replicas. The discussion uses
a memory layout diversification as the main example because the
scheme is important for a large class of memory errors and incurs
significant difference between replicas; arguably, the scheme is the
most difficult one to execute efficiently. Section 4 describes the lay-
out diversification in detail.

In a high level, the proposed architecture consists of two compo-
nents. A replication-aware memory subsystem compresses the two
replicas’ memory spaces into one so that the second copy is used
only if it is different from the first one. In this way, the off-chip
bandwidth overhead is minimized. Selective instruction processing
reduces redundant computations for the second replica and allows
the use of a simple in-order core instead of an out-of-order core to
minimize the on-chip area and power consumption.

3.1 Opportunity: Similarities in Replicas
Diversified replicas often share lots of common properties together
because they are generated from one program. For example, repli-
cas with diversified memory layouts differ only in the memory ad-
dresses that they use. All replicas have the same control flow, the
same instruction opcodes, and identical data values in memory.

Figure 2 illustrates the similarities between two replicas when
the memory layout diversification is applied to Apache web server
and a set of SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks [18]. As shown in Fig-
ure 2(a), the corresponding memory locations of two replicas1 of-
ten contain an identical value; 9.9% of instructions are different be-
cause their immediate field represents a memory address, and 6.7%
of data are different because they are pointers. Overall, most cor-
responding memory locations hold the same value. In the figure,
Total shows the differences in the entire memory space whereas
Inst and Data only consider code and data, respectively. As a result,
the total percentage is not a simple sum of the percentages for Inst
and Data. Similarly, Figure 2(b) shows that both replicas perform

1 Two locations (one from each replica) that contain the same variable or
array element of a program.
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Figure 2. Differences between two replicas in the memory layout diversification.
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Addr Value Control Op Value
Memory Layout Y Y N N Y Y

System Call N Y N N Y Y
Data (Integrity) N Y N N Y Y
Data (Privacy) N Y Y Y Y N

Instruction N N N Y N N

Table 1. Single Instruction Multiple Data and Address (SIMDA) computation model and its applicability to diversified replication schemes.
MAP [] is a mapping between the two address spaces.

an identical operation with identical input operand values in most
cases as they are different only for pointer arithmetic operations and
jump targets; 5.2% of instructions use different immediate values
and 25.1% of instructions have different source register values.

The above experimental results show the similarities between
replicas with diverse memory layouts. In general, the same obser-
vation can be made for most, if not all, automatic diversification
schemes. In fact, we believe that other diversification schemes re-
sult in even less differences between replicas. For example, replicas
in the data diversity scheme will only be different for the parts that
process the protected data, such as UIDs and system call names,
which are often very small portions of the entire program.

3.2 Computation Model
The large amount of similarities in automatically-generated repli-
cas suggest that there is an opportunity to significantly reduce over-
heads of replication by eliminating unnecessary redundancy. How-
ever, dynamically detecting such similarities is quite difficult with-
out explicit annotations if replicas are allowed to diverge in an ar-
bitrary fashion. To effectively exploit the similarities, it is critical
to carefully limit the extent of divergence between replicas while
allowing enough flexibility to support various diversification tech-
niques.

Fortunately, replicas in our diversification schemes satisfy sim-
ple relations because only pointers or data values are changed for
integrity protection. Essentially, the replicas share one control flow
and perform the same operation instruction-by-instruction. On the
other hand, the replicas can diverge in their data values in an ar-

bitrary way and use different memory addresses as long as there
exist a one-to-one mapping between their addresses. We call this
diversification model as SIMDA (Single Instruction Multiple Data
and Address). Essentially, the model is the same as SIMD with ad-
ditional flexibility in the memory addresses.

Table 1(a) summarizes the SIMDA model and shows the rela-
tionship between two replicas in the memory layout diversification
as an example. The model requires that both replicas perform iden-
tical operations (opcode) on each instruction (OpR1 = OpR2). The
memory layouts can be different between replicas, but there needs
to be a one-to-one mapping AR2 = MAP [AR1] between two
replicas’ memory spaces at any given point of time2. Here, AR1

and AR2 represent the addresses in Replica 1 and Replica 2, respec-
tively. Therefore, data accesses and program counters should sat-
isfy the following conditions: AR2 = MAP [AR1] and PCR2 =
MAP [PCR1]. Finally, there is no restriction on memory and reg-
ister content (values).

As shown in Table 1(b), the SIMDA model can support multi-
ple diversity techniques as long as they do not require divergence
in the control flow or the operations. For example, any memory
layout diversification scheme [3, 4, 10, 16, 44], system call ran-
domization [8], and data diversification to protect integrity [31] are
all supported. We do not support the instruction set randomization
[2, 23] that detects injected code because instructions are usually
read-only except for self-modifying code. Also, injected instruc-

2 The mapping can change over time.
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Memory Allocation:
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Core 1: 1) Read (VR1, tag) from MEM1[AR1]
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(a) Memory system architecture

(b) Memory operation summary
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Figure 3. The replication-aware memory system. Dark colors
(blue and orange) indicate the additional modules compared to a
standard memory system.

tions are harmful only if a control flow can be changed to execute
them, which can be prevented with other diversity schemes.

3.3 Replication-Aware Memory System
The replication-aware memory system aims to support two replicas
with minimal overheads, especially in the off-chip bandwidth con-
sumption. In the SIMDA model, the memory system must allow the
replicas to read and write different values to different addresses as
if each replica has its own memory space, MEM1 for Replica 1 and
MEM2 for Replica 2. The memory system, however, can assume that
both replicas always perform the same type of memory operation
(read or write) to the same object3. In the common case, the corre-
sponding memory operations from the two replicas are likely to use
an identical value (see Figure 2(a)). The replication-aware mem-
ory system exploits this redundancy and effectively compresses the
second memory space (MEM2).

Figure 3 illustrates our replication-aware memory system de-
sign and its high-level operation. To remove redundant copies be-
tween the two replicas, the memory system adds a 1-bit tag for
each word in Core 1’s memory hierarchy including both L1 caches,
the L2 cache, and the main memory. The tag indicates whether both
replicas have the same value (tag 0) or not (tag 1). Core 1 also prop-
agates this value tag during its computation by combining (OR) the
source tags on each operation. On a read, Replica 1 on Core 1 reads

3 The same scalar variable or the same array element.

a value and the corresponding tag from its memory space (MEM1).
These values are forwarded to Core 2. Replica 2 on Core 2 uses
the forwarded value from Core 1 for its read operation if the tag is
zero, and reads from its own memory space (MEM2) if the tag is one.
Similarly, on a write, Core 1 writes a value-tag pair to its memory
(MEM1), but Core 2 performs a write to MEM2 only if the tag is one.

Because the tags are only kept for each word, the current ar-
chitecture does not allow store byte instructions, which only up-
date a byte in memory, from diverging in their store values. This
constraint is not an issue for typical diversification techniques that
protect pointers and critical integer data. If necessary, however, the
architecture can be modified to maintain per-byte tags and support
value diversification at any granularity. A previous work on Dy-
namic Information Flow Tracking (DIFT) [40] showed that a sim-
ilar tag scheme at a byte-granularity incurs a slowdown less than
0.1% in the worst case even when tags share the memory bus with
regular data. The DIFT implementation uses a simple compression
scheme to reduce the size of tags. The same technique can also be
applied to Orthrus. For simplicity, this paper uses per-word tags
and dedicated tag bits in the off-chip bus and memory as in Rak-
sha [12]. Therefore, the tag bits do not incur any slowdown in our
implementation.

The replication-aware memory system is based on the assump-
tion that accesses from Core 2 always match accesses from Core 1,
which is true in the SIMDA model. However, this assumption can
be violated if there is an error. To check the consistency between
two cores’ accesses, the memory system dynamically constructs
and checks the address map between the two cores. Conceptually,
the address map MAP [] is a table that takes an address of Replica
1 and provides the corresponding address in Replica 2. The map-
ping is stored as a linear array in its own virtual memory space, and
our architecture provides a dedicated L1 cache and a TLB for the
address map. Both the map cache and TLB are attached to Core 2.

To construct this map table, the architecture relies on hints
from a compiler. On each memory allocation such as a function
prolog (stack) or a malloc() function (heap), a compiler inserts
a special instruction mem-alloc that indicates an allocation of
memory space. The instruction provides the base address Base
and the size Size of an allocated memory object. This instruction
simply provides hints to set the address map, and does not have
any impact on the execution. At run-time, Core 1 forwards the
allocation information from Replica 1 to Core 2. Core 2 combines
the hints from both replicas and enqueues them into the map store
queue, which updates the address map in the background in a way
similar to store queues. For a memory allocation, the map store
queue updates each map entry that represents the allocated object:
MAP [BaseR1+C] = BaseR2+C where 0 ≤ C < SizeR1. Our
current implementation requires the size of corresponding objects
to be the same for both replicas (SizeR1 = SizeR2). As in a
typical load bypass for store queues, following reads from the
map cache takes the value from the map store queue if there is a
matching entry.

During the execution, Core 2 checks the consistency of data
memory access from the two replicas by comparing the ad-
dress from Replica 2 (AR2) with the address from the map
(MAP [AR1]). If the address does not match the map, an exception
is raised indicating an error. For instruction fetches, the mapping
between the two PCs is checked on indirect jump instructions when
they can diverge. Because such checks are infrequent, the architec-
ture shares one cache for MAP between instruction fetches and
data accesses.

In our design, the memory system keeps the mapping for each
64-byte memory block rather than each word. This design choice
was made to reduce overheads and also because even the most ag-
gressive layout diversification scheme only needs to change the lay-
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(b) Core operation summary
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2) At the commit stage, forward instructions to Core 2 if the tag 

is one (needs execution on Core 2)

Core 2:
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2) Update/check MAP[AR1 ] with  AR2 

(a) Asymmetric core architecture
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Figure 4. Heterogeneous core architecture for efficient execution
of two replicas.

out at the granularity of an array or a heap object, which is typically
much larger than 64 bytes. As a result, the memory layout between
two replicas can only differ at a 64-byte granularity. All addresses
within a 64-byte block in one replica must map to one 64-byte
block in another replica, and the six LSBs (least significant bits)
of the corresponding addresses in two replicas must be identical.
Section 4.2 discusses how the compiler infrastructure can ensure
these restrictions in the memory layout diversification.

3.4 Selective Instruction Processing
The processing part of the Orthrus architecture dynamically re-
moves redundant operations from Replica 2 to further reduce
unnecessary overheads. As shown in Figure 4, Core 1 executes
Replica 1 ahead of Core 2. During its execution, Core 1 maintains
a tag for each instruction and data that indicates whether it is dif-
ferent for Replica 2. The tag is read from the memory system on a
load and gets propagated on every operation. At the commit stage,
Core 1 forwards a completed instruction to Core 2 if either source
operands are tagged to be different (tag == 1) or the operation
needs a consistency check (memory accesses and indirect jumps).
Core 2 only executes a small portion of Replica 2, which are iden-
tified and forwarded by Core 1. We note that some of Core 2’s state
such as register values and a program counter (PC) can become
stale because some instructions are skipped. To address this issue,
Core 2 uses a source operand from Core 1 if it is tagged zero and
keeps an offset register between two PCs so that its PC can be ob-
tained from Core 1’s PC. To properly update Core 2’s PC when
the offset between two replicas’ PCs may change, a taken branch
whose target offset is different from Core 1 and an indirect jump
are re-executed on Core 2.

To minimize the impact on Core 1’s performance and also
enable low-overhead forwarding paths, our design chooses to have
two cores loosely coupled instead of executing in lock step. Core 1
can continue committing its instructions without waiting for Core
2. Because the only option on an attack detection is to abort an
application, there is no need to support a precise exception. Core
1 stalls its commit stage only if the FIFO between the two cores is
full or if there is a system call.

The above optimizations significantly reduce the number of in-
structions that need to be processed by Core 2. As shown in Fig-
ure 2(b), only 30% of instructions on average are different between
two replicas. At the same time, because Core 1 resolves control and
many data dependencies ahead of time, Core 2 runs faster than by
itself. This reduced computation requirement for Core 2 indicates
that an asymmetric core configuration, where Replica 1 runs on a
fast but large out-of-order superscalar core, and Replica 2 runs on a
simple in-order core, can further reduce the silicon area and energy
consumption. In fact, the experimental results in Section 5 show
that a single-issue in-order core is sufficient for Replica 2 and can
match the throughput of a 4-issue superscalar core for all bench-
marks that we tried. While the asymmetric cores are beneficial on
average cases, we note that a small core cannot guarantee to match
the throughput of a large core in extremely memory intensive appli-
cations. The Orthrus architecture can support both symmetric and
asymmetric configurations.

3.5 Operating System Support
The Orthrus architecture requires the operating system (OS) to be
aware of the replicas as well as the hardware features. For example,
as discussed in Section 2, the OS must provide the same inputs to
all replicas on a system call and remove redundant outputs. The OS
must also allocate memory for the address map, properly initialize
the meta-data such as value tags and the address map at a start-
up, and manage context switches and paging. For this purpose, the
processor supports new supervisor instructions to read and write
meta-data.

In our architecture, both cores behave as one entity from the
OS’s perspective. On an exception or a system call, both cores
synchronize and trap into one OS instance on Core 1 instead of
executing two separate OS instances. In this way, the execution
of the replicas can be precisely synchronized. For example, on an
interrupt for a context switch, Core 1 waits for Core 2 to complete
all instructions and finishes checks before it starts executing the OS
code. The OS needs to treat Core 2 as a co-processor of Core 1 and
handles both cores together.

4. Fine-Grained Memory Layout Diversity
This section describes the memory layout diversification scheme
that Orthrus uses to protect memory integrity, and shows how
the proposed layout diversification together with the address map
(MAP) can detect both spatial and temporal memory errors. We
first describe the technique based on a fine-grained address map and
discuss the changes necessary to accommodate the coarse-grained
MAP that is used in the Orthrus architecture.

4.1 Fine-Grained Address Map
A memory layout diversification scheme executes multiple replicas
of a program, which are identical except for their memory layouts.
Assuming that the program is indifferent to its memory layout, all
replicas must access exactly the same variable or array element
on each memory access even though they use different addresses.
For example, if the first replica reads an array element a[0], the
second replica must also read a[0] in its memory space. Layout
diversification schemes aim to carefully design the differences in
the memory layout so that a memory error violates the above
invariant and causes a detectable divergence between replicas. In
our architecture, the detectable divergence implies that a check on
the address map fails.

In order to provide a comprehensive detection of spatial mem-
ory errors, we use two simple transformations similar to previous
proposals [3, 17]. First, Replica 2’s memory space is shifted by a
constant to ensure that each object is located at different address
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Figure 5. Memory layout diversification to detect spatial and tem-
poral memory errors.

in two replicas. This transformation ensures that an error that uses
data as a pointer, such as a format string error, results in an access
to different memory objects in two replicas. As an example, let us
consider a simple example in Figure 5(a), which shows three arrays
A, B, and C. If a format string attack overwrites memory using 2
as an address, Replica 1 will access B[0] whereas Replica 2 will
access A[1]. Second, in Replica 2, a pad is added before and af-
ter each array and a heap allocated object so that buffer overflows
make the replicas access different memory objects. In Figure 5(a),
an overflow in B (write to B[2]) will overwrite C[0] in Replica 1
whereas overwrite a pad in Replica 2.

As described in Section 3, the proposed architecture uses a
dynamically-constructed address map (MAP []) to detect such di-
vergence between memory accesses from two replicas. As an ex-
ample, Figure 5(a) illustrates how a buffer overflow in Array B
gets detected with the address map. In the example, a program er-
roneously overwrites B[2], which is beyond the array bound. The
out-of-bound access results in a write to Address 4 in Replica 1 and
a write to Address 6 in Replica 2. Thus, the overflow gets detected
by a mismatch between the address map (MAP [4] = 7) and the
address from Replica 2 (6).

In general, let us consider an overflow in Array A, which ei-
ther erroneously reads or writes Variable X in Replica 1. Be-
cause both replicas use the same array index, Replica 2 accesses
addrR2(A[0]) + C when Replica 1 accesses addrR1(A[0]) + C.
Here, addrR1(A[0]) and addrR2(A[0]) represent the address of
A[0] in Replica 1 and Replica 2, respectively. C is a constant.
In order for an out-of-bound access to go undetected, both repli-
cas must access an identical object with that particular memory
operation. If the out-of-bound operation accesses Variable X in
Replica 1, the following condition must hold: addrR1(A[0]) +
C = addrR1(X) and addrR2(A[0]) + C = addrR2(X).
In other words, addrR1(X) − addrR1(A[0]) must be equal to
addrR2(X) − addrR2(A[0]). However, because Replica 2 has
an extra pad on each array, this condition cannot be true, and an
out-of-bound access will get detected.

The proposed layout diversity scheme also detects a memory
error where a data value gets used as a pointer. Say that there is a
bug such as the format string vulnerability, which causes a data
value V to be used as a memory address to access Variable X
in Replica 1: V = addrR1(X). Because only the memory lay-
out is different, data values including external inputs are identical
for both replicas, and the error implies that both replicas access
the same address V . However, our layout transformation ensures
that X is located at two different addresses in each memory space,
addrR1(X) 6= addrR2(X), which means that the two replicas
cannot both access X with an erroneous memory operation. On the
other hand, the address map of X will point to the corresponding
address in Replica 2 (MAP [addrR1(X)] = addrR2(X)). There-
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Figure 6. Memory layout diversification for 64-B granularity
MAP.

fore, the erroneous accesses to X will find a discrepancy in the
map. Overall, the proposed diversity together with the address map
checks provides a comprehensive protection against spatial mem-
ory errors. The experimental results in the next section also demon-
strate the error detection capability.

While not as comprehensive, the address map can also detect
temporal memory errors in some cases. Dangling pointer errors
can be detected if the address map is different before and after
the re-allocation. As an example, Figure 5(b) illustrates a dangling
pointer error when Array C is freed from Figure 5(a) and Array
D is allocated in its place. If a dangling pointer for C (C[0])
is used and overwrites D[0] in Replica 1, the updated address
map (MAP [4] = 8) does not match the old address of C[0]
in Replica 2 (7), detecting an error. Similarly, an access to an
unallocated memory location can be detected because the address
map is not set. A read from an uninitialized location does not incur
an inconsistency in the address map, but may be detected eventually
if two replicas read different values and diverge in future control
flows or memory accesses.

We note that the temporal error detection in Orthrus is not
comprehensive. As an example, a use of a dangling pointer may
not be detected if the address maps for the old and new objects
happen to be identical.

4.2 Coarse-Grained Address Map
As an optimization to reduce overheads, Orthrus maintains the ad-
dress map at a coarse granularity (64-B blocks) instead of keeping
the map for each byte or word. Therefore, the compiler is restricted
to change the memory layout between two replicas only at the gran-
ularity of the map. If not, two objects that share the same map en-
try may have different mapping, resulting in a false positive. Our
compiler infrastructure ensures that the layout is changed at the 64-
B granularity by properly aligning memory objects and injecting
pads.

Figure 6 illustrates the layout diversification considering the
coarse address map. In addition to adding pads to Replica 2, the
compiler places objects that are separated by a pad in two different
64-B blocks. In other words, these objects are aligned at 64-B
boundaries. As an example, Array A and B in the figure are placed
in two separate 64-B blocks by inserting extra space between them
even though the arrays are smaller than 64 bytes. For Replica 2,
the compiler also adds an additional pad whose size is a multiple
of 64 bytes. These constraints ensure that all objects that share one
map entry have identical offsets between the address in Replica 1
and the address in Replica 2. They also ensure that the 6 LSBs (
least significant bits) of corresponding addresses in two replica are
identical. Therefore, one map entry provides an accurate address
translation for all objects within a 64-B block.

We note that not all objects need to be aligned at 64-B bound-
aries. Our current layout diversity scheme injects a pad before and
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after an array, but not between scalar variables because there can-
not be an overflow or an underflow from them. Therefore, multiple
scalar variables may share the same address map as illustrated by
X and Y in the figure.

The additional space for alignment has no practical impact on
the detection capability. The layout diversification with a coarse-
grained map still detects spatial errors where a data value is used as
a pointer or where an out-of-bound access from an array reads or
writes another object. The technique can also detect some temporal
errors if they result in inconsistent address maps or inconsistent
read values. On the other hand, the coarse-grained scheme does
not detect an out-of-bound access to the extra space after an array
that is added for alignment. For example, in Figure 6, an overflow
from Array A to the space between A and B will not be detected.
However, such out-of-bound accesses have no impact in practice
because the added space is not used by a program.

5. Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Methods
We use detailed simulations to evaluate the effectiveness and per-
formance overheads of the proposed architecture with the layout di-
versity technique. The simulation infrastructure is built with the Pin
binary instrumentation tool [26] and the TAXI performance sim-
ulator [42]. In the front-end, the Pin tool runs two versions of a
program and generates execution traces. To check the functional-
ity, our back-end uses these traces to construct the address map and
check for an error. To evaluate the performance, the back-end per-
forms a cycle-by-cycle micro-architecture simulation that models
two processing cores and the memory hierarchy. We used x86 ISA
in our simulation. The transformation for the layout diversification
is performed with the LLVM compiler infrastructure [24].

The performance simulations use benchmarks from the SPEC
CPU2000 suite [18] and the Apache web server. Each benchmark
is fast forwarded 2 billion instructions and then a cycle-by-cycle
micro-architecture simulation is performed to 200 million instruc-
tions. While the SPEC benchmarks do not represent typical net-
work workloads, which are most likely targets of software attacks,
they allow us to study the impact of the proposed architecture on
a diverse set of workloads. From a processor’s perspective, net-
work applications will look similar to bandwidth-limited bench-
marks such as mcf because they often process a large stream of
data. We note that our Apache simulations are currently limited to
the user space due to limitations of Pin. We expect Apache to ben-
efit more from Orthrus optimizations in practice because the data
transfers in the OS will further stress the off-chip bandwidth. In the
experiments, we only used C and C++ programs from the bench-
marks because our LLVM extension currently only supports C and
C++.

Table 2 summarizes the simulation parameters for four config-
urations that we compare. The baseline represents a case without
any protection. The dual-core represents a traditional method where
two large cores without a special memory system run replicas.
Finally, there are two configurations for the Orthrus architecture,
both with the replication-aware memory system and fine-grained
checks; one has symmetric cores and the other has asymmetric
cores. We assume a 32-entry FIFO between the two cores. Simula-
tion studies showed that there is not much benefit of having more
than 32 entries in the FIFO. The parameters for the complex core
are based on Intel’s Core2 microarchitecture.

5.2 Error Detection Capability
To validate the error detection capability of Orthrus, we tested a
range of real-world attacks and attack test suites. The experiments
confirmed that the layout diversification scheme on Orthrus can in-

deed detect all tested attacks without any false positive. Table 3
summarizes the attacks that we tested with description of the pro-
gram and the vulnerability. The exploit ID is also presented if ap-
plicable. First, we tested 15 buffer overflows in three open source
programs (bind, sendmail, and wu-ftpd) using the Zitser test suite
[47]. We have also tested additional overflow attacks in various util-
ities using the BugBench suite [25]. Furthermore, we constructed
additional bug test programs for format string attacks, and dangling
pointer exploits. These test programs are written based on examples
in [35].

Previous studies have also shown that the diversified replication
is effective for a large class of real-world attacks. For example, N-
variant systems studied the Apache web server to demonstrate that
the address space partitioning is effective against pointer injections
[10] and the data diversity can detect critical data (UID) corruption
[31]. DieHard [3] also demonstrated that diversified heap layouts
can detect errors in the Squid web cache and the Mozilla web
browser.

5.3 False Positives
To test possible false positives, we functionally simulated the SPEC
and Apache benchmarks used in this paper for 2 billion instructions
each. We did not encounter any false positive cases.

5.4 Die Area and Power Consumption
The main on-chip hardware overheads for the Orthrus architecture
consists of the MAP cache and additional tag bits for each level of
the caches. We note that the MAP TLB and FIFO queue structures
add an insignificant amount of hardware in comparison to the MAP
cache and the tag bits. To evaluate the additional hardware overhead
of Orthrus, we estimated the area and power consumption of the
MAP cache as well as other caches with and without additional tag
bits using Cacti [38] for the 45nm technology node. For the 32-KB
2-way MAP cache and 1-bit tag per 32-bit word, which are used
in our simulations, the area overhead is estimated to be 0.24mm2

for the MAP cache and 0.08mm2 for tag bits. The MAP cache and
the tag bits also add 0.23 Watts of total power. Compared to a 45nm
Intel Core 2 Duo processor [20], these overheads are less than 0.5%
of the total area and less than 1% of the total power dissipation.

The asymmetric Orthrus architecture uses a simple in-order core
instead of another out-of-order core to execute the second replica.
While we do not have numbers from a detailed implementation,
previous studies on checker cores [1, 43] suggest that a simple core
will require about 10 times less area and power compared to the
baseline core. For example, Intel’s 45nm Core 2 Duo processor
has an area of 107mm2 [20] with the power budget of 35 Watts
whereas a much simpler and in-order Intel Atom processor running
at the same frequency has an area of 25mm2 and consumes only
2.5 Watts. Therefore, the Atom processor, if used as the checker
core, will occupy less than a quarter of the area and consume less
than 8% of the power compared to having another complex core.
Overall, the use of asymmetric cores can significantly reduce the
overheads for the additional core in Orthrus.

5.5 Performance Overheads
Figure 7 illustrates the performance of Orthrus for SPEC2000
benchmarks and Apache when two replicas with different mem-
ory layouts execute simultaneously. The performance is shown as
execution time that is normalized to the baseline. On average, be-
cause most benchmarks only utilize a small portion of the off-chip
bandwidth, both traditional dual-core configuration and the Orthrus
architecture closely match the performance of the baseline: 12.0%
slowdown for the dual-core, 2.2% slowdown for Orthrus with sym-
metric cores, and 2.7% slowdown for Orthrus with asymmetric
cores. However, for a bandwidth-sensitive benchmark such as mcf,
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Parameter Baseline Dual-Core Orthrus Symmetric Orthrus Asymmetric
Frequency 3 GHz
Processing 1 4-issue OoO 2 4-issue OoO 2 4-issue OoO 1 4-issue OoO &

Cores 1 1-issue in-order
Checks None Coarse-grained Fine-grained Fine-grained

L1 caches 4-way 64KB/64KB Core1: 4-way 64KB/64KB Core1: 4-way 64KB/64KB Core1: 4-way 64KB/64KB
(I$/D$) (32B Block) Core2: 4-way 64KB/64KB Core2: 4-way 64KB/64KB Core2: 2-way 32KB/32KB

MAP: 2-way 32KB MAP: 2-way 32KB
L1 latency 2 cycles

L2 cache (64B Block) 2-MB unified, 8-way, 14 cycle latency
DRAM Latency: 50 ns, Bandwidth: 8 GB/s

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Program Ref Description Error
bind-8.2 CA-1999-14 DNS server Size arg of memcpy not checked
bind-8.2 CA-1999-14 DNS server memcpy underflows to large positive int
bind-8.2 CVE-1999-0009 DNS server Size arg of memcpy not checked
bind-8.2 CVE-2001-0013 DNS server Use of sprintf() without proper bounds checking
sendmail-8.12 CA-2003-07 mail transfer agent sprintf() without bounds checking
sendmail-8.12 CVE-1999-0131 mail transfer agent Upper bound increment for a > char not decrement for <
sendmail-8.12 CVE-1999-0206 mail transfer agent gecos field copied into fixed-size buffer without size check
sendmail-8.12 CVE-1999-0047 mail transfer agent Pointer to buffer not reset after line read
sendmail-8.12 CA-2003-12 mail transfer agent Size check not performed
sendmail-8.12 CVE-2001-0653 mail transfer agent Input byte set to 0xff cast to minus one error code
sendmail-8.12 CVE-2002-0906 mail transfer agent Unchecked strncpy

wu-ftpd-2.6.2 CVE-1999-0878 FTP server Unchecked strcpy

wu-ftpd-2.6.2 CAN-2003-0466 FTP server Wrong size check inside a if statement
wu-ftpd-2.6.2 CVE-1999-0368 FTP server Unchecked strcpy and strcat

ncompress-4.2.4 CVE-2001-1413 file (de)compression Stack smash
polymorph-0.4.0 BID-7663 file system “unixer” Stack smash &

(WIN32 to Unix filename converter) Global buffer overflow
gzip-1.2.4 CVE-2001-1228 file (de)compression Global buffer overflow
man-1.5h1 CVE-2001-0641 documentation tools Global buffer overflow
bc-1.06 AccMon [46] interactive algebraic language Heap buffer overflow
bug1 Seacord 2005 [35] Bug test program Dangling pointer
bug2 Seacord 2005 [35] Bug test program Format string

Table 3. Attacks used for error detection validation.
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the traditional dual-core incurs a significant slowdown (84%) by
increasing the off-chip traffic. In this case, the replication-aware
asymmetric architecture reduces the overhead to 14.3% by effec-
tively reducing the memory traffic. For Apache, Orthrus reduces
the performance overhead from 17.8% to 8.5%. We note that this

performance improvement is even without considering data trans-
fers inside the operating system where most web page data are
moved. Pin only allows us to instrument user-level instructions,
therefore we could not monitor OS activity. We expect the perfor-
mance improvement to be greater if we include OS-level memory
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accesses. The data transfers for large web pages will stress the
off-chip bandwidth but be common for both replicas. The Orthrus
memory system will combine off-chip accesses from two repli-
cas for such common data transfers. The results also show that
the asymmetric configuration has a negligible performance degra-
dation compared to the symmetric configuration at least for the
benchmarks here.

In order to understand the sources of the performance overhead
in Orthrus, we performed a detailed analysis of the overhead for
the asymmetric core configuration. The breakdown is estimated by
incrementally adding each source of the overhead in simulations:
Core1-to-Core2 FIFO stalls, mem-alloc instructions, MAP [] ac-
cesses, shadow memory (MEM2) accesses. As shown in Figure 8,
the performance overheads in mcf and Apache are largely due to
shadow memory accesses and partly due to address map accesses.
The shadow memory accesses and address map accesses pollute the
shared L2 cache and the off-chip bandwidth, and may slow down
the main core (Core 1) by increasing its L2 misses and memory la-
tency. Given that mcf and Apache are the two benchmarks with the
highest performance overheads for Orthrus, the shadow memory
access appears as the main source of the performance slowdowns.

Some benchmarks such as gzip, parser, vortex, and equake
show slowdowns mainly due to additional mem-alloc instruc-
tions. For example, we found that parser has significantly more
mem-alloc instructions than other benchmarks. When the map
store queue is full due to a large number of memory allocations,
Core 2 needs to stall on the next mem-alloc instruction. Such
overheads may be alleviated by increasing the size of the map
store queue. For equake, we also found that the injection of the
mem-alloc instructions slightly degrades the branch prediction ac-
curacy and the instruction cache hit-rate. However, we note that the
absolute performance overheads due to the memory allocation in-
structions are insignificant. As an example, gzip and vortex do
not show any noticeable slowdown (less than 0.02%) as shown in
Figure 7 even if the mem-alloc instruction is the main source of
the slowdown.

If the FIFO queue between the two cores gets full, it slows down
the main core by delaying instruction commits. Such stalls due to
the throughput discrepancy in the asymmetric configuration con-
tribute significantly to several benchmarks’ slowdown. However,
again, the absolute slowdown due to the FIFO stalls was rather
insignificant, even in the worst case in gap. The results indicate
that the small core can keep up with the large core in general, and
the 32-entry FIFO queue is large enough to hide any temporary
throughput differences between the two cores. In fact, our simula-
tion studies (not shown here) indicate that there is not much benefit
of having more than 32 entries in the FIFO.

In order to see the effects of architectural parameters, we also
simulated the performance with varying L1 and L2 cache sizes and
parameters (not shown here). We found that the average perfor-
mance overheads for various L2 sizes remain almost the same at
2.7% because the baseline performance also changes with different
L2 size. L1 cache parameters have small effects because Core 2’s
execution does not directly stall the main core.

5.6 Off-Chip Bandwidth Overheads
Table 4 summarizes the off-chip bandwidth usage of the traditional
dual-core configuration and our architecture with two replicas. The
table only shows one set of numbers for Orthrus because both sym-
metric and asymmetric configurations use the same replication-
aware memory system and show almost identical memory band-
width usage. As shown in the table, the dual-core configuration
more than doubles the bandwidth consumption as both cores make
the same number of memory accesses to two disjoint memory
spaces, which increases both the total number of memory accesses

as well as L2 cache miss-rates. On the other hand, Core 2 and the
address map (MAP ) together in the Orthrus architecture consume
only 22.3% more bandwidth compared to the Core 1’s bandwidth
consumption. While the savings in the bandwidth may not translate
into increased performance for applications with low bandwidth us-
age, the lower off-chip traffic should result in a lower energy con-
sumption. Because the off-chip bandwidth cannot scale with the
number of transistors on a die, saving the bandwidth is likely to
become even more important for future many-core processors.

5.7 Memory Space Overheads
Figure 9 shows the memory usage of Orthrus’s layout diversity
scheme normalized to the baseline without any protection. The
traditional dual-core configuration incurs a 2 times overhead in
memory space in order to run two replicas. On the other hand,
the replication-aware memory system allocates a page for Replica
2 only if its content is different from Replica 1’s. As a result,
in our memory system, Replica 2 consumes much less memory
(17.9%) than Replica 1. Our current implementation cannot take
a full advantage of the fact that only about 7% of memory values
are different between replicas (see Figure 2(a)), because shadow
memory allocation is done at a page granularity. This is also the
reason why gap shows close to 2x memory usage overhead. The
memory access pattern of gap is spread across different pages in
the memory space.

In addition to the memory space for applications, our memory
system also uses meta-data such as a 1-bit tag for each 32-bit word
and an address map (32 bits) for each 64-byte block, which result in
an additional 9.375% overhead. Overall, on average, our memory
system requires 27.3% more memory than the baseline, which is
much less than the dual-core configuration.

6. Related Work
There exists a large body of work on protecting computing systems
from various types of software exploits. Here, we discuss most
closely related work that either provides a broad attack coverage
or has similarities in the approach. Due to the space limit, we could
not include all software protection techniques.

Software Diversity and Redundancy. Section 2 describes the
previous work on software diversification and replication tech-
niques for security [2–4, 8, 10, 16, 23, 31, 34, 44]. Overall, the pro-
posed Orthrus architecture implements such replication techniques
efficiently and enables fine-grained checks for enhanced security.

Diversification and replication techniques are also being used
beyond protecting the software integrity. TightLip [45] protects the
confidentiality by using a replica with diversified sensitive data.
The outputs of the two processes are then checked for divergence at
system call level to determine whether sensitive information could
be leaked. Bressoud and Schneider proposed a software approach
for fault-tolerance using hypervisor based replicas [6]. The Orthrus
architecture can potentially be extended to support such replication
techniques more efficiently.

Safe Languages. This paper studies the layout diversification,
which provides a comprehensive detection of spatial memory er-
rors as well as some temporal errors, as the main example of our
proposed architecture. Alternatively, safe languages such as Java,
and safe dialects of C such as CCured [30] and Cyclone [21] can
provide strong memory safety using type systems and run-time
checks. While safe languages provide more comprehensive mem-
ory safety then the layout diversification, they also require non-
trivial programmer efforts to port legacy code and incur significant
overheads. On the other hand, the layout transformation is com-
pletely automatic.

Bound Checks. Recent studies show that compilers can auto-
matically add array bound checks to legacy C code [15, 29, 33].
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Figure 8. The breakdown of the performance overheads for the asymmetric Orthrus configuration. The breakdown is estimated by
incrementally adding each source of the overhead in simulations: Core1-to-Core2 FIFO stalls, mem-alloc instructions, MAP [] accesses,
shadow memory (MEM2) accesses.

Benchmark Baseline Dual-Core Orthrus
Base Core Core 1 Core 2 Core 1 Core 2 MAP

gap 18.4454 19.4485 19.4415 19.4091 9.2265 0.9744
gzip 0.3098 0.3098 0.3098 0.3097 0.0005 0.0035
bzip2 12.4595 29.3977 29.1489 13.6530 0.0073 0.4352
twolf 1.0427 13.9297 13.5913 1.0427 0.0018 0.0327
parser 1.4385 1.7522 1.9459 1.5825 0.3493 0.0367
vortex 0.4558 0.5309 0.5382 0.4710 0.0927 0.0125
mcf 807.2247 1193.9716 1184.2169 883.0118 302.9616 47.8127
crafty 1.1673 1.7559 1.7613 1.1682 0.0053 0.0049
mesa 0.1773 0.1772 0.1772 0.1773 0.0212 0.0022
equake 5.4999 7.3787 7.3673 5.4993 0.0040 0.1793
apache 0.2344 0.2344 0.2344 0.2344 0.1807 0.0094

Table 4. Off-chip bandwidth usage (MB per 200 million instructions).
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Figure 9. Memory usage for layout diversity.

However, bound checks in software can still incur a significant
slowdown in memory intensive programs (up to 1.69x in [15]).
Hardware support for bound checks [9, 13] can reduce the perfor-
mance overhead to 5-20% and provide comprehensive protection
for buffer overflows. Compared to Orthrus, these hardware bound

checking schemes show comparable but slightly higher perfor-
mance overheads. The additional hardware requirements are also
comparable to Orthrus if we do not consider the second core that
is used by Orthrus. As an example, HardBound [13] requires a tag
bit per word to mark pointers as well as base and bound addresses
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for each pointer, which has similar overheads as the MAP and the
shadow memory in Orthrus. However, the bound checks only target
to address one type of spatial memory errors, namely buffer over-
flows. The proposed architecture with the diversified replication is
capable of detecting corruption of pointers and data from other vul-
nerabilities such as format string errors, temporal memory errors,
etc.

Hardware Support for Dynamic Taint Analysis. For security
attacks, dynamic taint analysis provides a general technique to
detect a large class of software attacks including high-level exploits
such as SQL injections with minimal hardware and performance
overheads [11, 12, 40]. However, the taint analysis can only detect
a subset of memory errors where I/O inputs corrupt code pointers
or certain critical data that are checked. The proposed architecture
provides a comprehensive memory protection from both malicious
attacks and unintended software errors.

Multi-Core for Security. INDRA [37] and LBA [7] propose
to use multi-core architecture to inspect run-time program behav-
ior. Nagarajan et al. also studied dynamic taint analysis on multi-
cores [28]. While the idea of using multi-cores is similar to the
proposed architecture, these techniques are designed to explicitly
check properties such as illegal control flows or use of tainted val-
ues, and rely on symmetric multi-cores. The proposed architecture
supports software diversity and redundancy, and investigates both
symmetric and asymmetric cores.

Efficient Execution of Software Variants. Tucek et al. pro-
posed delta execution as an efficient way to validate software
patches by executing both patched and unpatched versions together
[41]. To reduce overheads, delta execution only executes parts of
the patched program that are different from the original and have
both versions share common pages. Biswas et al. [5] proposed to
improve the performance by exploiting the similarities in data when
many instances of a program with slightly different data need to be
run. In a high-level, these approaches are similar to the proposed
architecture optimizations. However, they target different applica-
tions and do not support diversity in memory layouts. The Orthrus
architecture can potentially be used to extend the delta execution
for more complex patches that change memory layouts.

7. Conclusion and Future Directions
This paper presents the Orthrus architecture that enables efficient
software diversity and redundancy with fine-grained checks. The
proposed architecture significantly reduces the overheads associ-
ated with executing multiple replicas by removing unnecessary re-
dundancy. The experiments demonstrate that a small single-issue
in-order core is sufficient to match the throughput of a wide out-
of-order core. Utilizing this hardware support, the paper also intro-
duces and evaluates a memory layout diversification scheme that
can detect a wide range of memory errors.

The current Orthrus design does not support multithreaded ap-
plications. However, we believe that the proposed approach to ef-
ficiently execute multiple replicas can be generalized to multi-
threaded applications. One challenge in replicating multithreaded
applications lies in ensuring identical execution of replicas. Recent
techniques from deterministic multithreading and replay present vi-
able solutions to this problem [14, 19, 27]. Moreover, we believe
that the memory compression in Orthrus reduces the sources of
non-determinism in multithreading because synchronization oper-
ations are typically done using data, which are identical between
replicas. For multithreaded applications, Orthrus must also ensure
the coherence between data and their tags. Fortunately, recent stud-
ies in Dynamic Information Flow Tracking handle the same issue
[22, 28].

In the future, we also plan to extend Orthrus to protect confi-
dentiality in addition to software integrity, to automatically recover

from attack techniques exploiting multiple replicas, and to handle
hardware and design errors in addition to the software security at-
tacks. We believe that such extensions can be implemented with
minimal increase in the overheads because Orthrus already has the
redundancy that is often required to detect other types of errors.
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